Abstract — The missing value in time series data is a scientific problem that should be solved by imputing these values by following some statistical techniques. This problem is more complex due to the missing values that existed in the dependent (response) variable. Particular matter (PM$_{10}$) is a time series dataset used to scale air pollution as a dependent variable, while there are many types of pollutants used as independent variables. Malaysian datasets of PM$_{10}$ and several climate pollutants are examined in this study. This study aims to impute the missing values for different missing rates in a dependent variable with minimum error. In this paper, the independent variables were supposed completed while the missing values have been replaced in different rates and different distributions within the dependent variable. Multiple linear regression (MLR) has been used as a traditional method to impute the different missing values of PM$_{10}$. Recurrent neural network (RNN) is combined with MLR and used to impute the missing values of PM$_{10}$. The results reflected that the hybrid method outperformed MLR for imputing the missing values of PM$_{10}$. In conclusion, the hybrid method MLR-RNN can be used to impute the missing values of PM$_{10}$ accurately compared to other traditional methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Air pollution studying and forecasting is necessary to control and reduce the damage to the environment and human health. Particulate matter (PM$_{10}$) is a dataset used to measure air pollution and can be regarded as meteorological time series data. Therefore, the missing values in PM$_{10}$ data should be filled and imputed. PM$_{10}$ missing values imputation can be accomplished using multiple linear regression (MLR) models as classical methods when several pollutants are independent variables.

MLR model studies the relationship between the dependent variable and several variables that affect the dependent variable. It is necessary to identify the variables that have a real relationship with the dependent variable. Before starting MLR analysis, the explanatory variables’ multicollinearity problem has been detected and treated [1], [2]. MLR has been suggested to model the daily PM$_{10}$ data, which is the basis for forecasting[3], [4] used MLR to study meteorological data and to find the best models that express the relationship between the dependent variable and a number of explanatory variables.

In most meteorological time series data sets, nonlinearity is a problem that may hamper time series analysis using MLR. In particular, PM$_{10}$ data suffer from nonlinearity in addition to the missing values problem. In recent papers, RNN is introduced to impute missing values and to handle the nonlinearity of meteorological time-series datasets. Several ANN types are introduced for infilling missing daily weather records such as daily precipitation and daily extreme temperature series [5]. In this study, a hybrid MLR-RNN method is proposed to solve the problem by imputing missing values and handling the nonlinearity problem.

RNN was used by several researchers to forecast air quality datasets [6] developed novel deep learning models, namely GRU-D, as early attempts. GRU-D is based on Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), a state-of-the-art recurrent neural network. [7] proposed a dynamic L-RNN to predict any missing value in a simple, fast manner to save time and cost. In this paper, the hybrid MLR-RNN method was used by combining MLR and RNN in one method. Its results were compared to MLR model results. Root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) was computed to measure the error of missing values imputation for all imputation methods and all datasets as a statistical criterion to evaluate the adequacy and accuracy of these methods.

In this study, the missing values have been distributed into several different parts based on several different missing proportions (5%, 10%, and 25%) to obtain six datasets groups of PM$_{10}$ and several climate independent variables. RNN toolboxes in MATLAB have been used to perform all
of RNN procedures, While Minitab and Excel have been used to perform MLR model procedures.

II. MATERIALS AND METHOD

A. Data and Framework of the Study

In this study, two datasets of daily Malaysian PM$_{10}$ with several climate independent variables for three hydrological years (1 January 2013 – 31 October 2015) were collected from Kuala Lumpur meteorological station. The missing values have been distributed into several different parts based on several different missing proportions (5%, 10%, and 25%). The framework of this study includes the following:

- Completed the missing values in the independent variable by the traditional imputation methods.
- Constructed the most appropriate MLR model and the hybrid MLR-RNN after deleting the missing values in the dependent variable and the corresponding observations in the independent variables.
- Imputed the missing values of dependent variable (PM$_{10}$) by applying MLR, and hybrid MLR-RNN on the complete independent variables.
- Comparing the error of missing imputation for MLR model, and the proposed hybrid MLR-RNN method to determine which method would provide the best adequacy.

B. Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) Model

MLR is used for modeling the relationship between multiple independent variables and one dependent variable. The general expression of the MLR model can be formulated as follows [8].

\[ y_i = \beta_0 + \beta_1 x_1 + \beta_2 x_2 + \cdots + \beta_p x_p + e_i \]  

where $y_i$ is the dependent variable, $x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_p$ are independent variables, $\beta_0, \beta_1, \beta_2, \ldots, \beta_p$ are the parameters of regression model, and $e_i$ is the amount of random error. Equation (1) can be written in matrix form as follows:

\[
Y = X\beta + \epsilon 
\]

where $Y$ is the size $(n \times 1)$ and the matrix $X$ of the degree $(n \times (p + 1))$ and the size of $\beta$ is $(p + 1 \times 1)$ and the degree $\epsilon$ is $(n \times 1)$ defined such as follows:

\[
Y = \begin{bmatrix} y_1 \\ y_2 \\ \vdots \\ y_n \end{bmatrix}, 
X = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & x_{11} & x_{12} & \cdots & x_{1p} \\ 1 & x_{21} & x_{22} & \cdots & x_{2p} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ 1 & x_{n1} & x_{n2} & \cdots & x_{np} \end{bmatrix}, 
\beta = \begin{bmatrix} \beta_0 \\ \beta_1 \\ \vdots \\ \beta_p \end{bmatrix} 
\]  

For all $i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, n$

There are a number of assumptions (analysis assumptions) about the distribution variables in the MLR such as follows.

- The average of random error term ($e_i$) should be equalled zero.
- The variance of the random error term must be constant in all time periods. This hypothesis is called Homoscedasticity. But when the variance of the random errors is not constant, it is called Heteroscedasticity.

\[ Var(e_i) = E(e_i^2) = \sigma^2 \]  

for all $i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, n$

- The random error follows a normal distribution by zero mean and constant variance.

\[ e_i \sim N(0, \sigma^2) \]  

for all $i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, n$

- The random variable ($e_i$) is independent of ($x_i$) variables. This means that the covariance of the random error and independent variable are equal to zero.

\[ COV(e_i, x_i) = 0 \]  

for all $i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, n$

- The covariance of any random errors in different lags such as $e_i, e_j$ is equals to zero $COV(e_i, e_j) = 0$ ($i \neq j, j = 1, 2, \ldots, n$).

- The root mean square error (RMSE), and mean absolute error (MAE) was used to measure the accuracy of missing imputation results. RMSE and MAE can be written such as follows [9].

\[ MAE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |e_i|, \quad RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (e_i)^2} \]  

where $e_i$ is the forecasting error, and $n$ is the number of observations.

C. Hybrid MLR-RNN Method

In this study, a hybrid MLR-RNN method has been proposed to improve missing imputation results of PM$_{10}$ and other meteorological datasets. The framework of the proposed approach are detailed as follows.

- Completing the missing values in the independent variable by the traditional imputation methods.
- Depending on the most appropriate MLR model, the hybrid MLR-RNN was constructed after deleting the dependent and independent variables' missing values.
- Performing training and testing processes to impute the missing values of the dependent variable (PM$_{10}$) using complete independent variables.
- Compared the error of missing imputation for MLR-RNN to the traditional method.

A hybrid MLR-RNN is proposed for imputing the missing values. MLR model was used only for determining the input layer structure of RNN. Listwise deletion was used before MLR modeling. Hybrid MLR-RNN was also proposed to handle the nonlinearity of dataset. Determining the training functions and the transfer functions types of hidden and output layers and other requirements were necessary to create the most appropriate RNN structure.

The primary reason for using RNN is the nature of data set non-linearity. RNN contains one or more layers and this may handle the non-linearity of data and improve forecasting results. RNN also contains a delay layer that may solve data heterogeneity because it contains longer memory than other algorithms [10], [11].

In this study, RNN contains two layers in addition to the input layer. The first layer is hidden and other is the output layer. In the input layer, there are $R$ of inputs weighted randomly. In each hidden layer, there are $M$ of neurons. The
The best number of neurons in the hidden layer is usually $R * 2 + 1$[12]. Every input variable $z$ is weighted randomly. The weights of $R$ inputs and $M$ neurons were combined with the biased value of $b$ by the transfer function. The sum of input variables in the transfer function $F$ can be formatted as follows [13][14].

$$\text{SUM} = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{R} w_{i,j}Z_j + b$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The common transfer functions in the hidden and the output layers are as follows.

- **Tan-sigmoid**: which generates outputs between -1, +1.
- **Log-sigmoid**: which generates outputs between 0, 1.
- **Linear function**: which generates outputs between -1, +1.

The nonlinearity of PM$_{10}$ and other climate datasets requires determining nonlinear transfer function such as tan-sigmoid and log-sigmoid for the hidden layer to filter the nonlinearity. Figure 1 and Figure 2 demonstrate the structure of RNN and the transfer function types, respectively.

The common transfer functions in the hidden and the output layers are as follows.

- **Tan-sigmoid**: which generates outputs between -1, +1.
- **Log-sigmoid**: which generates outputs between 0, 1.
- **Linear function**: which generates outputs between -1, +1.

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Malaysian PM$_{10}$ (particulate matter less than or equal 10 micrometers) and several independent variables such as (CO: carbon monoxide, SO$_2$: sulfur dioxide, NO: nitric oxide, WS$_{10}$: wind speed 10 meters, and WS$_{xx}$: wind speed recorded at xx-meter height) for 34 months from 1 January 2013 till 31 October 2015 was investigated in this study. The total number of observations in the datasets is 1034. The missing values have been distributed into several different parts based on several different missing proportions (5%, 10%, and 25%).

#### A. MLR model

To obtain the best MLR model of PM$_{10}$ and other independent variables after inserting the dependent and the independent variables for each of the six different data groups in Minitab program, the results is presented in this study. In the MLR model, when the missing values are distributed discretely with a ratio 5% into a full period of PM$_{10}$ variable, the formula is presented as follows.

$$y = 105.1x_1 + 192.0x_2 - 24.0x_3 + 0.33x_4 - 0.08x_5$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $y$ is PM$_{10}$, $x_1$ is CO, $x_2$ is SO$_2$, $x_3$ is NO, $x_4$ is WS$_{10}$, and $x_5$ is WS$_{xx}$. The details of MLR coefficients in equation (8) is indicated in Table 1.

Table 1 shows that the coefficients of MLR model in equation (8) are significant because their corresponding p-values are less than the significant level 0.05. Therefore, the MLR model is suitable for the datasets of study. RMSE and MAE values are 18.2 and 13.5, respectively.

Figure (3) above explains the fitness between the missing values and the corresponding imputed values using MLR model where the missing ratio is (5%) and the missing distribution is discrete. In the MLR model, when the missing values are distributed successively with a ratio 5% into full period of PM$_{10}$ variable, the formula is shown below.

$$y = 105.1x_1 + 192.0x_2 - 24.0x_3 + 0.33x_4 - 0.08x_5$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Table 1 shows that the coefficients of MLR model in equation (9) are significant because their corresponding p-values are less than the significant level 0.05. Therefore, the MLR model is suitable for the datasets of study. RMSE and MAE values for the equation (8) are 18.3 and 13.7, respectively. Figure (4) shows the fitness between the missing values and the corresponding imputed values using MLR model where the missing ratio is (5%) and the missing distribution is successive.
Fig. 3 The fitness between the missing values in PM$_{10}$ and the corresponding imputed values by using MLR model where the missing ratio is (5%) and the missing distribution is discrete.

In the MLR model, when the missing values is distributed discretely with ratio 10% into a full period of PM$_{10}$ variable, the formula is presented below.

$$y = 108x_1 + 184x_2 - 28x_3 + 1.02x_4 - 0.09x_5$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

The details of MLR coefficients in equation (10) is displayed in Table 3. Table 3 shows that the coefficients of MLR model in equation (10) are significant because their corresponding p-values are less than the significant level 0.05. Therefore, the MLR model is suitable for the datasets of study.
RMSE and MAE values (6) are 18.2 and 13.5, respectively. Figure (5) describes the fitness between the missing values and the corresponding imputed values by using the MLR model where the missing ratio is (10%) and the missing distribution is discrete.

In the MLR model, when the missing values are distributed successively with a ratio 10% into a full period of PM$_{10}$ variable, the formula is shown as follows.

$$y = 104.64 x_1 - 22x_3 + 1.13x_4 - 0.08 x_5$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

The details of MLR coefficients in equation (11) are significant because their corresponding p-values are less than the significant level 0.05. Therefore, the MLR model is suitable for the datasets of study. RMSE and MAE values are 18.3 and 13.4, respectively. Figure (6) shows the fitness between the missing values and the corresponding imputed values using MLR model where the missing ratio is (10%) and the missing distribution is successive.
In the MLR model, when the missing values are distributed discretely with ratio 25% into a full period of \( \text{PM}_{10} \) variable, the formula is presented as follows.

\[
y = 107.12 x_1 - 258x_3 + 1.02x_4 - 0.8x_5 \quad (12)
\]

The details of MLR coefficients in equation (12) are presented in Table 5. Table 5 shows that the coefficients of MLR model in equation (12) are significant because their corresponding p-values are less than the significant level 0.05. Therefore, the MLR model is suitable for the datasets of study. RMSE and MAE values are 16.4 and 12.6, respectively. Figure (7) indicates the fitness between the missing values and the corresponding imputed values using MLR model where the missing ratio is (25%), and the missing distribution is discrete.

**TABLE V**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>( \beta )</th>
<th>Cal.t</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( x_1 )</td>
<td>107.12</td>
<td>41.58</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_2 )</td>
<td>1956.00</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_3 )</td>
<td>-2258.00</td>
<td>-16.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_4 )</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_5 )</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-6.70</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7 The fitness between the missing values in \( \text{PM}_{10} \) and the corresponding imputed values using MLR model where the missing ratio is (25%) and the missing distribution is discrete.

In the MLR model, when the missing values are distributed successively with a ratio 25% into full period of \( \text{PM}_{10} \) variable, the formula is indicated below.

\[
y = 1.29 x_1 + 18x_2 - 236x_3 + 1.23 x_4 - 0.10 x_5 \quad (13)
\]

The details of MLR coefficients in equation (13) are presented in Table 6. Table 6 shows that the coefficients of MLR model in equation (13) are significant because their corresponding p-values are less than the significant level 0.05. Therefore, the MLR model is suitable for the datasets of study. RMSE and MAE values are 16.6 and 12.8, respectively. Figure (8) describes the fitness between the missing values and the corresponding imputed values using MLR model where the missing ratio is (25%) and the missing distribution is successive.

**TABLE VI**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>( \beta )</th>
<th>Cal.t</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( x_1 )</td>
<td>111.29</td>
<td>44.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_2 )</td>
<td>1835.00</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_3 )</td>
<td>-2336.00</td>
<td>-16.52</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_4 )</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_5 )</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-7.53</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8 The fitness between the missing values in \( \text{PM}_{10} \) and the corresponding imputed values using MLR model where the missing ratio is (25%) and the missing distribution is successive.
RMSE and MAE of the results of imputing the missing values by using MLR for different missing rates in two distribution methods (discretely and successively) are summarized as in Table 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>5%</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>25%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distribution</strong></td>
<td><strong>RMSE</strong></td>
<td><strong>MAE</strong></td>
<td><strong>RMSE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discretely</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Successively</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. **RNN method**

RNN is a type of artificial neural network that is performed in several sequenced procedures. In RNN, all the inputs are independent of each other, while the inputs have direct effects on the outputs. In this paper, MATLAB has been used to perform the tasks of creating the neural network and forecasting. MATLAB toolboxes of artificial neural networks include several steps such as importing inputs and target variables, creating RNN, training, and exporting results. Layer recurrent is the name of network algorithm type in MATLAB, which refers to RNN. There are three types of transfer functions: log-sigmoid, linear, and tan-sigmoid, which can be chosen to produce better results.

The data was entered into MATLAB in rows form for the target variable and the input variables. Each row represents one variable and each column represents one observation. Missing values should be deleted with the corresponding observations in the independent variables. After deletion, multiplying each independent variable in MLR model by the value of the corresponding coefficient is necessary to specify the input variables in RNN structure. The framework of constructing RNN and training is as follows.

- After deletion and multiplying, the inputs variable and target variable should be entered into the workspace in MATLAB separately.
- The inputs variable and target variable should be imported from the workspace to neural network toolboxes.
- There are several essential requirements to perform the RNN construction, such as determining the training function, the number of hidden neurons, and the transfer functions of hidden and output layers.
- After constructing RNN, the complete variables before deletion was entered in the same way into the workspace. In this case, the target variable's size is 1×1034, and the size of the inputs variable is 5×1034.
- RNN that constructed in the previous stage was used to perform the training process again by using the complete variables after importing them from the workspace.
- The last training process's output variable is the estimated variable that contains the imputed missing values resulting from using MLR-RNN hybrid method.

Figure (9) describes the fitness between the missing values and the corresponding imputed values using MLR-RNN method where the missing ratio is (5%), and the missing distribution is discrete.

![Fig. 9 The fitness between the missing values in PM$_{10}$ and the corresponding imputed values using MLR-RNN method where the missing ratio is (5%) and the missing distribution is discrete.](image-url)
Figure (9) proved that the fitness between the missing values in PM\textsubscript{10} and the imputed values where the missing ratio is (5\%) and the missing distribution is discretely using the hybrid MLR-RNN method. It is better than the corresponding fitness using MLR model because the missing values are more fitted with the corresponding imputed values in the hybrid MLR-RNN method's fitness. Figure (10) shows the fitness between the missing values and the corresponding imputed values using MLR-RNN model where the missing ratio is (5\%) and the missing distribution is successive.

Figure (10) proved that the fitness between the missing values in PM\textsubscript{10} and the imputed values where the missing ratio is (5\%) and the missing distribution is successively using the hybrid MLR-RNN method. It is better than the corresponding fitness by using MLR model because the missing values are more fitted with the corresponding imputed values in the hybrid MLR-RNN method's fitness. Figure (11) describes the fitness between the missing values and the corresponding imputed values using MLR-RNN method where the missing ratio is (10\%), and the missing distribution is discrete.

Figure (11) proved that the fitness between the missing values in PM\textsubscript{10} and the imputed values where the missing ratio is (5\%) and the missing distribution is successively using the hybrid MLR-RNN method. It is better than the corresponding fitness by using MLR model because the missing values are more fitted with the corresponding imputed values in the hybrid MLR-RNN method's fitness. Figure (12) describes the fitness between the missing values and the corresponding imputed values using MLR-RNN method where the missing ratio is (10\%) and the missing distribution is successive.
Figure (12) proved that the fitness between the missing values in PM\textsubscript{10} and the imputed values where the missing ratio is (10%) and the missing distribution is successively by using the hybrid MLR-RNN method. It is better than the corresponding fitness by using MLR model because the missing values are more fitted with the corresponding imputed values in the hybrid MLR-RNN method's fitness. Figure (13) indicates the fitness between the missing values and the corresponding imputed values using MLR-RNN method where the missing ratio is (25%), and the missing distribution is discrete.

Figure (13) proved that the fitness between the missing values in PM\textsubscript{10} and the imputed values where the missing ratio is (25%) and the missing distribution is discretely by using the hybrid MLR-RNN method. It is better than the corresponding fitness by using MLR model because the missing values are more fitted with the corresponding imputed values in the hybrid MLR-RNN method's fitness. Figure (14) shows the fitness between the missing values and the corresponding imputed values by using the MLR-RNN method where the missing ratio is (25%) and the missing distribution is successive.
Figure (14) proved that the fitness between the missing values in PM$_{10}$ and the imputed values where the missing ratio is (25%) and the missing distribution is successively using the hybrid MLR-RNN method. It is better than the corresponding fitness by using MLR model because the missing values are more fitted with the corresponding imputed values in the hybrid MLR-RNN method’s fitness. RMSE and MAE of the results of imputing the missing values by using the hybrid MLR-RNN method for different missing rates in two distribution methods (discretely and successively) are summarized as in Table 8.

Table 8 shows that the results of the hybrid MLR-RNN method outperformed MLR model results because of RMSE and MAE values of the hybrid MLR-RNN method were less than the corresponding RMSE and MAE values of MLR model in Table 8.

IV. CONCLUSION

The imputation of missing values is essential before analyzing time series. The comparison between the proposed method and the traditional imputation methods had been shown that hybrid MLR-RNN outperformed the traditional MLR method. In conclusion, the missing values in PM$_{10}$ data based on several climate independent variables with the nonlinearity problem can be imputed more accurately using the proposed method. Therefore, imputing the missing values of PM$_{10}$ using the proposed method leads to more accurate performance.
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